Whole-cell detection of live lactobacillus acidophilus on aptamer-decorated porous silicon biosensors†
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This work describes the design of optical aptamer-based porous silicon (PSi) biosensors for the direct capture of Lactobacillus acidophilus. Aptamers are oligonucleotides (single-stranded DNA or RNA) that can bind their targets with high affinity and specificity, making them excellent recognition elements for biosensing applications. Herein, aptamer Hemag1P, which specifically targets the important probiotic L. acidophilus, was utilized for direct bacteria capture onto oxidized PSi Fabry–Pérot thin films. Monitoring changes in the reflectivity spectrum (using reflective interferometric Fourier transform spectroscopy) allows for bacteria detection in a label-free, simple and rapid manner. The performance of the biosensor was optimized by tuning the PSi nanostructure, its optical properties, as well as the immobilization density of the aptamer. We demonstrate the high selectivity and specificity of this simple "direct-capture" biosensing scheme and show its ability to distinguish between live and dead bacteria. The resulting biosensor presents a robust and rapid method for the specific detection of live L. acidophilus at concentrations relevant for probiotic products and as low as 10^6 cells per mL. Rapid monitoring of probiotic bacteria is crucial for quality, purity and safety control as the use of probiotics in functional foods and pharmaceuticals is becoming increasingly popular.

Introduction

Aptamers are short single-stranded oligonucleotides with specific target affinity which are yielded from an iterative selection process called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment), first established in 1990.1,2 Compared to antibodies, these oligonucleotides possess a number of advantages: aptamers can exhibit similarly high affinities while their production is fully performed in vitro, assuring fast, low-cost and reproducible synthesis.3,4 Aptamers can be designed to bind any desired target5 and their selection under conditions of the native target conformation and surrounding matrix fosters a highly selective and affine aptamer sequence as a result. When employed as capture probes in biosensors, the aptamers’ versatile chemical modification options facilitate their surface conjugation in a desired orientation and density5-8 and their small molecule size and high stability are highly advantageous.9-11

When designing biosensors targeting whole cells, aptamer technology enables the development of highly affine capture probes even without exact knowledge of the molecular composition of the targeted structure. Whole-cell SELEX approaches utilize the cells in their native conformation and targeted structures do not need to be available in a purified form, as it would be necessary for antibody generation.3,4,12 Indeed, aptamer capture probes have been generated against a variety of bacteria (e.g. Escherichia coli,13 Campylobacter jejuni,14 Mycobacterium tuberculosis,15 Staphylococcus aureus16 and Salmonella enterica17) and many aptamer-based capture assays have been reviewed recently.18 For Lactobacillus acidophilus (L. acidophilus), a common lactic acid bacteria, the aptamer Hemag1P was developed by Hamula et al.19 L. acidophilus is the most commonly used probiotic bacteria with several health benefits, including stimulation of the immune system and better digestibility.20,21 L. acidophilus is a Gram-positive, rod-shaped bacterium, widely found in fermented and dairy-containing food products.

The Hemag1P aptamer is a 78-nucleotide long sequence, selected against whole, live L. acidophilus cells by a SELEX approach. The aptamer is believed to target the abundantly present S-proteins on the outer bacteria membrane. This
hypothesis was confirmed by flow cytometry studies of the aptamer-target interactions comparing Lactobacillus strains with and without S-layer proteins and its affinity was reported to be 13 ± 3 nM.19 Since its selection, Hemag1P has been employed twice as a capture probe. A preliminary work by Zhang et al.22 demonstrated the capture of fluorescently labelled L. acidophilus onto a Hemag1P-functionalized chip.22 Zuo et al.23 have developed a fluorescence-based biosensor in which fluorophore-labelled Hemag1P was adsorbed to a graphene oxide (GO). Bacteria detection was facilitated by monitoring changes in GO fluorescence quenching.23 Yet, these two studies required tedious labelling and employed a fluorescence microscope for signal readout. Thus, their potential application is confined to a laboratory setting.

Label-free optical biosensors can be designed using porous silicon-based systems. In the past few years, porous silicon (PSi) has received much attention as an optical transducer due to its facile fabrication, large surface-to-volume ratio and numerous available surface chemistries.24–37 Many PSi-based biosensors use reflective interferometric Fourier transform spectroscopy (RIFTS) to monitor target capture within the porous layer.32,38–40 However, for cellular targets (such as microorganisms), which are too large to penetrate into the pores, monitoring changes in the intensity of the reflectivity spectrum upon “direct cell capture” onto antibody-modified PSi allows their detection and quantification.41,42 This biosensing scheme has allowed for a sensitive detection of E. coli bacteria using a peptidomimetic antimicrobial compound as a recognition element.43 However, these biosensors are non-specific in their nature and require cell lysis to induce a response. Thus, in the present work, we design a highly specific biosensor for detection of L. acidophilus employing the Hemag1P aptamer as the capture probe. The biosensing concept relies on monitoring changes in the amplitude (intensity) of the FFT peak, which is obtained from the raw reflectivity spectra of the PSi, during exposure to bacteria suspensions. Bacteria capture onto the biosensor surface induce intensity changes. Recent work on aptamer-functionalized PSi has demonstrated their immense potential for designing highly stable and specific PSi biosensors for protein detection.44,45

Herein, we describe the design and characterization of a label-free optical PSi-based aptasensor, where an oxidized PSi (PSiO2) Fabry–Pérot thin film, used as the optical transducer, is conjugated with the L. acidophilus binding aptamer Hemag1P. We demonstrate the high selectivity and specificity of this simple “direct-capture” biosensing scheme and show its ability to distinguish between live and dead bacteria. The resulting biosensor presents a robust and rapid method for the specific detection of live L. acidophilus in concentrations as low as 10^6 cells per mL.

### Experimental

#### Materials

Silicon wafers (0.0009 Ω cm resistivity, p-type, <100>-oriented, heavily boron-doped) were purchased from Siltronix Corp. Aqueous HF (48%) and absolute ethanol were supplied by Merck. (3-Mercaptotripropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS), maleimide, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 5,5′-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, Ellman reagent), culturing media components and all buffer salts were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemicals. Buffers and media were all prepared with deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) and filtered prior to use. Media were autoclaved prior to their use. Solvents (toluene, acetone) were purchased from Gadot Israel. The sequence of aptamer Hemag1P (5′-AGC ACA GAG GTC AGA TGT AGC CCT TCA ACA TAG TAA TAT CTC TGC ATT CTG TGT GCC TAT GCG TGC TAC CGT GAA-3′) was published by Hamula et al.19 and purchased with a 5′-acrylamide phosphoramidite (Acrydite™ phosphoramidite; Mosaic Technologies) modification from Integrated DNA Technologies. Other aptamers included in this work as controls are listed in Table 1. Hemag1P was selected in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl₂ (this buffer composition is subsequently abbreviated as SB); TE-buffer was composed of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) and 1 mM EDTA. PBS-buffer was composed of 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na₂HPO₄ and 1.8 mM KH₂PO₄ (pH 7.0). Bacteria strain Lactobacillus acidophilus ATCC 4356 was obtained from Gamidor Diagnostics and Escherichia coli strain K12, as a negative control, was generously supplied by Prof. Sima Yaron (Technion – Israel Institute of Technology).

#### Bacteria culturing, sample preparation and cell count

L. acidophilus was grown in MRS medium (CM0359, OXOID) under 5% CO₂ atmosphere at 37 °C. Bacterial growth was monitored by optical density (OD) measurements at 600 nm in order to determine the logarithmic phase of growth. To correlate OD₆₀₀ values with bacteria cell concentration, a standard plate-counting technique47 was performed. Briefly, bacteria were grown to the mid-logarithmic phase (OD₆₀₀ of 0.44) and plated on MRS agar plates in replicates. Plates were then incu-

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence name</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemag1P</td>
<td>AGCACAGCAAGGGGTACATGTACCCCTTCAACATAATGTAATATCTCTGTACATCCTGTCCTGTCCTAT</td>
<td>5′-Acrydite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGTCAGTACCCTGAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T10-Hemag1P</td>
<td>TTTTTTTTTTTTACACACAGAGGTACATGTACCCCTTCAACATAATGTAATATCTCTGTACATCCTGTCCTGTCCTGCA</td>
<td>5′-Acrydite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TATGCAGATCTACCCTGAA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6H746</td>
<td>GCTATGGGTGGTCTGGTGATGTCGCC</td>
<td>5′-Acrydite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 1** Aptamer and oligonucleotide sequences and their modification
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bated for 48 h in 5% CO₂ atmosphere at 37 °C and the formed colonies were counted. Based on counting, an OD₆₀₀ value of 0.44 was correlated to a cell concentration of 3.5 × 10⁷ CFU mL⁻¹.

_**E. coli** K12 was cultivated in Luria–Bertani (LB) medium (composed of 5 g of NaCl, 5 g of yeast extract and 10 g of tryptone in 1 L of deionized water) at 37 °C while shaking. Bacterial growth was monitored by OD measurements and bacterial concentration was calculated from OD₆₀₀ value according to the correlation of 1 OD₆₀₀ = 10⁸ cells per mL.⁴¹

For biosensing experiments, _L. acidophilus_ was grown overnight in MRS medium and a subculture was grown the next morning until a cell density corresponding to an OD₆₀₀ value of 0.44. _E. coli_ K12 was grown overnight in LB medium and a subculture was grown the next morning until an OD₆₀₀ value of 0.5. Samples of the cultures (1 mL) were spun down in a standard lab centrifuge (10 min at 5000g), replacing the supernatant by 1 mL SB. Following the re-suspension of the cell pellet, the centrifugation and buffer replacement were repeated two more times before the final cell suspension was either further diluted or used directly for biosensing experiments.

For the biosensing experiments with mixed bacterial populations, upon the final centrifugation and supernatant replacement, a bacteria pellet was re-suspended in 1 mL SB, after which, another bacteria pellet was introduced to form a mixed culture suspension.

For biosensing experiments with non-viable bacteria, bacteria suspensions were heat-treated as suggested by Bunthof _et al._⁴⁸ Bacterial suspensions were placed on a dry heating block for 15 min at 70 °C and then stored on ice until further use.

**Preparation and characterization of aptamer-conjugated PSiO₂ biosensors**

Si wafers were electrochemically etched in a 3 : 1 (v/v) aqueous HF (48%) : ethanol solution. Two different etching conditions were used: (i) 30 s at 300 mA cm⁻² current density and (ii) 375 s at 24 mA cm⁻². CAUTION: HF is a highly corrosive liquid and must be handled with extreme care and under secured working conditions! A strip of aluminium foil was brought in contact with the backside of a Si wafer (exposed area 1.33 cm²) and mounted in an etching cell made from Teflon material. A platinum wire was used as the counter electrode. After etching, the wafer surface was rinsed with ethanol and subsequently dried under dry nitrogen gas flow. The obtained freshly etched PSi samples were thermally oxidized in a tube furnace (Thermolyne) at 800 °C for 1 h in ambient air, resulting in oxidized Psi (PSiO₂) films.

For PSiO₂ biofunctionalization, the porous film was incubated in a solution of 20 mM MPTMS in toluene for 1 h. After removal of the solution, the surface was rinsed with toluene, ethanol and acetone (for 2 min each) and dried under a stream of nitrogen. The silanized sample was rinsed with TE buffer prior to 1 h incubation with the aptamer solutions (50 µL) and successive rinsing with TE and PBS buffers. 2 mg mL⁻¹ maleimide were dissolved in PBS, then applied to the aptamer-modified sample, and allowed to react for 1 h. Subsequently, the resulting biosensor was rinsed with PBS and finally incubated (30 min) in SB to allow proper aptamer folding.

**Characterization of PSiO₂ films.** The structural properties of the fabricated PSiO₂ films, _i.e._, thickness, pore size and porosity, were characterized by electron microscopy, gravimetry (for porosity), and SLIM (spectroscopic liquid infiltration method), as described in detail by Massad-Ivanir _et al._⁴²

High-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) of PSiO₂ films was performed with a Carl Zeiss Ultra Plus instrument at an accelerating voltage of 1 kEV.

For gravimetric characterization, the silicon samples were weighed prior (_m₁_) and after etching and oxidation (_m₂_). Subsequently, the oxide layer was dissolved in a 3 : 1 (v/v) solution of aqueous HF (48%) and ethanol and the remnant porous layer was removed by incubation in 1 M aqueous KOH solution. The remaining sample was weighed again (_m₃_) and the porosity (P) was determined by the following equation:

\[
P(\%) = \frac{m₁ - m₃}{m₁ - m₂} \times 100
\]

The SLIM method provides a nondestructive determination of thickness and porosity based on data from reflectance spectra obtained while different liquids infiltrate into the pores.⁵⁹ The differences between the spectra are attributed to the change in optical thickness as the medium in the pores changes, under the assumption that all void spaces are filled equally.⁵⁶ The optical thickness (2nL, where n is the average refractive index of the porous film and L is its thickness) of the PSiO₂ is determined from the interferometric reflectance spectrum of the porous film in air and while immersed in ethanol and acetone, having refractive indices of 1.359 and 1.357, respectively. The refractive index of the SiO₂ portion of the film is assumed to be 1.455. Values of 2nL are then fitted to a two-component Bruggeman model of refractive index for the composite-layer, which yields a unique solution for both the porosity and the thickness of the samples.⁴³,⁵⁰

**Characterization of PSiO₂ biofunctionalization.** Surface modifications were verified using attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy. Spectra were recorded using a Thermo 6700 FTIR instrument equipped with a Smart iTR diamond ATR device.

Silanization of the samples was characterized by the Ellman assay for free thiol groups.⁵³ Herein, the silanized PSiO₂ samples were incubated for 15 min in 2.5 mL Ellman buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) supplemented with 50 µL Ellman solution (4 mg mL⁻¹ of DNTB in Ellman buffer). The supernatant was collected after the reaction and its absorbance was measured at 412 nm using a Varioskan flash plate reader (Thermo Scientific).

**Bacteria biosensing**

The biosensors were placed in fixed flow cell apparatus, as previously described⁴⁴ and their interferometric reflectance...
Spectra were collected using an Ocean Optics charge-coupled device (CCD) USB 4000 spectrometer fitted with a microscope objective lens coupled to a bifurcated fiber-optic cable. A tungsten light source was focused onto the center of the flow cell with a spot size of approximately 1–2 mm². Reflectivity data were continuously recorded every minute in the wavelength range of 400–1000 nm, with a spectral acquisition time of 100 ms. As previous work on probiotic bacteria indicated their sensitivity to light,\textsuperscript{52,53} a shutter was used to block the light from reaching the sample surface between the measurements. This is to exclude possible effect of light on bacteria growth, behavior and interaction with the aptamer-conjugated surface. Both illumination of the surface and detection of the reflected light were performed along an axis coincident with the surface normal. The collected spectra were analyzed by applying fast Fourier transformation (FFT), as previously described by Massad-Ivanir \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{41} with the FFT intensity changes expressed as percentages and calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{Intensity decrease (\%)} = \frac{I_1 - I_2}{I_1} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $I_1$ is the average intensity during the baseline establishment and $I_2$ is the average intensity during the incubation of the sensor with SB after exposure to the bacteria and the respective subsequent washing step.

In a typical optical biosensing experiment, a freshly-prepared aptamer-functionalized PSiO₂ sample was incubated with SB for 30 min to allow proper folding of the aptamer and to acquire a baseline signal. Thereafter, the respective bacteria suspensions (in SB) were introduced and allowed to incubate with the biosensor for 20 min. After removal of the bacteria suspension and thorough flushing of the cell with SB, the sample was incubated for 10 min in SB. Optical measurements were recorded every 1 min throughout the experiment. Note that during buffer exchange and rinsing steps, optical measurements were shortly paused to allow a thorough washing of the biosensor and the flow cell.

To confirm the bacteria capture on the biosensor surface, the biosensor was removed from the flow cell and immediately examined under a light microscope (ZEISS upright). Images were taken using the microscope camera (Axio Cam MRC, ZEISS).

\section*{Results and discussion}

\subsection*{Biosensors fabrication and characterization}

The first step in the biosensor preparation involves an anodization process of a Si wafer at a current density of 300 mA cm⁻² for a duration of 30 s. These etching conditions were adapted from our previous work on the design of aptamer-functiona-
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\caption{(a) Three-step biofunctionalization route for aptamers immobilization onto PSiO₂: (I) Silanization of the PSiO₂ with 3-aptamer via formation of thioether bonds and (II) blocking of residual thiol groups with maleimide. (b) ATR-FTIR spectra of aptamer-functionalized PSiO₂ and neat PSiO₂. Inset depicts the marked area for clarity. (c) Elman’s assay results for neat PSiO₂, silanized PSiO₂ and aptamer-functionalized PSiO₂.}
\end{figure}
phosphate diester bands) could not be observed due to the strong absorption of the silicon species, as well as the maleimide C–N–C stretching which overlaps with the Si–O–Si stretching modes (around 1180 cm⁻¹).⁶⁰⁻⁶²

Another validation of the immobilization scheme was performed by using the Ellman assay for thiol-groups. This assay is based on the reduction of 5,5'-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (Ellman's reagent, DTNB) in the presence of free sulfhydryls, resulting in the formation of 2-nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid (TNB),⁵¹ which can be easily quantified by absorbance measurements at 412 nm. Thus, following silanization (Fig. 1a–i), the resulting modified PSiO₂ was incubated with DTNB and the collected supernatant absorbance was measured. The absorbance values are presented in Fig. 1c and compared to those obtained for neat PSiO₂ and an aptamer-functionalized PSiO₂. Negligible absorbance was observed for both the neat and the aptamer-functionalized PSiO₂ samples, confirming that no free sulfhydryls were present on the surface, before silanization and following aptamer conjugation and blocking with maleimide, respectively. On the contrary, the measured absorbance for the silanized PSiO₂ was drastically higher, indicative of successful thiolation of the scaffold. Note that aptamer conjugation to mesoporous PSiO₂ was studied using the same methods and similar results as those presented above were observed (data not shown).

Optical biosensing experiments
The Hemag1P-modified PSiO₂ biosensors were exposed to L. acidophilus suspensions while the reflectivity spectra of the experiment, see Fig. 2a, aptamer selection bu.

EOT intensity values were computed. In a typical biosensing experiment, the porous film was monitored in real time and the corresponding EOT intensity values were computed. In a typical biosensing experiment, see Fig. 2a, aptamer selection buffer (SB) was first introduced to assure correct folding of the aptamer and to establish the initial intensity baseline on the freshly prepared aptamer-functionalized biosensor. Introduction of L. acidophilus suspension (10⁷ cells per mL in SB) induced a sharp decrease of approximately 10% in relative intensity due to light scattering by the bacteria on the biosensor surface; followed by incubation for 20 min with the suspension to allow proper interaction of the bacteria with the aptamer-decorated surface. The L. acidophilus cells targeted by the aptamer Hemag1P possess a typical size of 0.6–0.9 μm in width and 1.5–6 μm in length,⁴⁹ thus, they are too large to penetrate into the porous nanostructure and they only reside on the biosensor surface influencing the intensity of reflected light. Subsequent washing of the biosensor with SB was performed to remove unbound species; after which the intensity increased and stabilized at a net intensity decrease value of 5.5%. These results are in agreement with our previous work on direct-capture of E. coli with conjugated antibodies⁴¹,⁴³,⁶³ and suggest successful capture of the bacteria onto the biosensor surface. However, the profound increase in the intensity during the washing step suggests that a fairly high amount of cells contained in the sample were not captured by the aptamers. A second washing step however, showed no further change in the optical signal, indicating that the remaining bacteria were tightly bound by the aptamers. Microscope images taken immediately after experiments (see Fig. 2b), reveal a large number of bacteria cells, with a typical morphology of L. acidophilus cells, captured onto the biosensor surface.

Numerous replications of these biosensing experiments have demonstrated a similar behavior to that presented in Fig. 2 and a highly reproducible net intensity decrease value of 5.5% (± 0.07%) was achieved. However, attempts to detect 10⁶ cells per mL of L. acidophilus demonstrated negligible optical response throughout the biosensing experiments.

The aforementioned results demonstrate the successful construction of an aptamer-functionalized PSi biosensor and its successful operation in detecting high bacteria concentrations. While these concentrations are relevant for potential application of this biosensor in the food industry, we aimed to increase the dynamic range of the biosensor. Thus, we tuned the nanostructure of the PSi transducer by reducing the pore diameter to exhibit a mesoporous morphology⁵⁴ with improved optical properties⁶⁰ (see Table S1, ESI†). Moreover, the increased top surface area (see Fig. S1, ESI†) available for aptamer immobilization may facilitate the interaction between the target bacteria with the capture probe. For the mesoporous PSi transducer, noise-level was considerably reduced although the attained signal was lower (2.4% intensity decrease in comparison to 5.5%), the signal-to-noise ratio has improved significantly (see Fig. S2 and Table S2, ESI†). Based on these results, we have attempted to optimize the performance of the mesoporous PSi in terms of the aptamer surface coverage and spacing. Previous studies have revealed the vital role of the immobilized aptamer surface density, affecting the biosensor response,⁶⁴,⁶⁵ especially in systems where the amount of surface-immobilized capture probes directly correlates with

Fig. 2 (a) Relative intensity change of the Hemag1P-modified PSiO₂ upon exposure to L. acidophilus bacterial suspensions (10⁷ cells per mL). First, a baseline was established in SB. After incubation with bacteria suspension, the biosensor was extensively washed before continued signal readout in SB. Note: the intensity values are normalized to the initial average intensity, marked as intensityo. (b) Microscope image taken immediately after the biosensing experiment depicts L. acidophilus cells captured onto the aptamer-modified PSiO₂.
the biosensor binding capacity (i.e. one capture probe can bind one target analyte). However, in this study, as the target is several orders of magnitude larger than the capture probe, it is likely that several aptamers bind one bacteria cell. As we used a relatively high aptamer concentration (i.e. 50 µM) to ensure a uniform coverage of the surface, the closely packed aptamers may hamper target cells from capture. The latter is ascribed to the target’s limited access to the aptamer as well as to the aptamer’s improper folding into secondary structures, leading to decreased binding capacity. Thus, two strategies for biosensor optimization were employed: lowering of the immobilization density (utilizing 10 µM instead of 50 µM aptamer solution) and optimization of the aptamer sequence, i.e. extension of the sequence by ten thymine bases positioned between the aptamer sequence and the 5’ acrydite modification (T10-Hemag1P).

Fig. 3 summarizes the biosensing results for the different aptamer-functionalized mesoporous PSiO2. For the standard Hemag1P sequence as well as the elongated sequence, the optical signals increased at lower aptamer-density (4.9% and 4.5%, respectively) giving rise to the notion that a steric hindrance effect had occurred. At unchanged high aptamer immobilization density (50 µM employed concentration), utilization of T10-Hemag1P has a profound effect and the intensity signal increases from 2.4% (for the standard sequence) to 4.3%. The improved response of the biosensor may be attributed to the enhanced flexibility of the grafted aptamer and its proper folding. However, it should be noted that the unmodified Hemag1P sequence yields more reproducible results (see Fig. 3). The latter is observed for all studied bacteria concentrations. Accordingly, in order to allow reproducible and sensitive L. acidophilus detection, we have optimized the concentration of the Hemag1P. We found that lower aptamer concentrations (10 µM) facilitate the detection of 10^6 cells per mL L. acidophilus (a net intensity decrease of 0.68% was attained). As a negative control and to exclude possible effects of non-specific interactions between surface immobilized DNA and the bacteria, PSiO2 films conjugated with a non-target 6H7 aptamer, which is directed against his-tagged proteins, and exposed to 10^7 cells per mL L. acidophilus. These experiments resulted in inconsistent low intensity changes, indicative of minor adhesion of bacteria cells to the aptamer-decorated surface.43 Fig. 4 presents micrographs of the biosensors’ surface, taken immediately after the biosensing experiments. Dense coverage of cells with a typical L. acidophilus morphology were observed (Fig. 4a). HRSEM images (see Fig. 4d) reveal the rod-shaped bacteria cells, with a characteristic length of ~5 µm, nestled on the PSiO2. Bacteria coverage was observed to decrease profoundly upon exposure to lower bacteria concentration (i.e. 10^6 cells per mL, see Fig. 4b) in agreement with the lower optical biosensor response. Exposure of PSiO2, decorated with a non-target sequence (6H7 aptamer), to 10^7 cells per mL L. acidophilus, reveals a negligible number of cells bound to the surface (see Fig. 4c).

Although the change in pore size of the nanostructure improved the performance of the designed biosensor, the sensitivity is still lacking in comparison to similar biosensor systems. While Massad-Ivanir et al. achieved a limit of detection of 10^3 cells per mL of E. coli with their antibody-conjugated PSi biosensor,42 herein, a limit of detection of only 10^6 cells per mL was observed. Nevertheless, it should be taken into consideration that for L. acidophilus and other probiotics, a minimum therapeutic daily dose of 10^8–10^9 viable cells is suggested and an intake of 100 g of fermented bioproducts
with a content of $10^6$–$10^7$ viable cells per mL is recommended. Some probiotic products even claim much higher microorganism contents (e.g. $10^{11}$ cells per g in VSL#3 probiotic preparation). Hence, with regard to its possible application, the sensitivity of the presented biosensor lies in the range of relevant concentrations and excels other systems by far in terms of its simplicity, cost, stability and speed of measurement. In the case of applications that necessitate higher sensitivity, integration of our biosensing scheme with a bacteria pre-concentration step could facilitate detection.

**Biosensing in mixtures and heat inactivated samples**

One of the main challenges of biosensors is the ability to perform in “real-time”, detecting the target analyte in its natural environment, surrounded by interfering molecules. To study the ability of the constructed biosensor to selectively bind its target bacteria in the presence of interfering microorganisms and molecules, the biosensor was exposed to a mixed suspension containing $10^7$ cells per mL *L. acidophilus* and $10^7$ cells per mL *E. coli* in SB. The latter was chosen as model Gram-negative bacteria, displaying a different membrane composition, which is also of high relevancy in the food industry. Fig. 5 presents the obtained optical signals and respective microscope images taken immediately after the biosensing experiments. Herein, all biosensors used were functionalized with 10 µM Hemag1P aptamer. Exposure of a biosensor to a mixture of $10^7$ cells per mL *L. acidophilus* and $10^7$ cells per mL *E. coli* yielded an average intensity decrease of 4.6%, which is in agreement with the results obtained for pure suspensions of $10^7$ cells per mL *L. acidophilus*, see Fig. 5a. This result was also validated by the comparable amount of bound bacteria cells on the biosensors surface as shown in Fig. 5b and c. This demonstrates the ability of the biosensor to distinguish between the different bacteria species and selectively bind the target cells with high accuracy. As a control, the biosensor was also exposed to a suspension of $10^7$ cells per mL *E. coli*, resulting in a negligible intensity decrease (Fig. 5a) and no cells were observed on its surface (Fig. 5d).

Another important advantageous characteristic of a biosensor for bacteria detection would be its ability to distinguish between live and dead bacteria. To study the response of the Hemag1P-functionalized PSiO₂ biosensor upon exposure to dead *L. acidophilus*, we have thermally treated the cell suspensions (15 minutes at 70 °C) prior to biosensing experiments. Fig. 5a displays the biosensor’s average intensity decrease upon introduction of these suspensions, revealing their significantly reduced response of 1.5% in comparison to 4.9% for a live culture. This result supports the hypothesis that the Hemag1P aptamer targets the membrane S-protein of the bacteria. When *L. acidophilus* is heat treated, these membrane proteins denature and as a result the aptamer-affinity to the bacteria cells drastically decreases. We suggest that the detected signal may be attributed to a combination of non-specific adsorption of denatured cells and some viable bacteria remaining in the suspensions, see Fig. 5e. This was confirmed by bacterial growth after medium addition to the biosensor. Thus, the biosensor can distinguish between live/dead populations due to the profound difference in its response.

**Conclusions**

In the presented work, a label-free optical biosensor based on aptamer-functionalized porous Si (Fabry–Pérot thin film) was designed, characterized and optimized. This demonstrates the first label-free detection of *L. acidophilus* with Hemag1P
aptamer as capture probe at relevant concentrations for probiotic intake.20 Exposure to the target suspensions and mixed bacterial populations resulted in highly robust and reproducible changes in the optical reflectivity of the biosensor, given that the bacteria are viable. Control experiments revealed negligible binding of non-target species, confirming the excellent selectivity of this aptamer-based biosensor. Other important advantages of this biosensor are its ability to distinguish between live and dead target bacteria populations, as well as the short total assay time of less than one hour. Biosensing schemes for the rapid and label-free monitoring of live L. acidophilus are highly relevant for the functional food and pharmaceutical industry.76,77 These products become increasingly popular as the importance of the human microbiome and its influence on a variety of diseases is revealed.78,79 However, live bacteria cultures are essential for their probiotic activity.70,80 Finally, the availability of other species-targeting aptamers enables to implement this biosensing concept to facilitate the fast detection and identification of bacteria species in a simple and reliable manner, overcoming the need for time-consuming and unspecific culturing techniques as well as assays requiring highly sophisticated instruments.
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